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This esteemed occasion was established by a gathering of companions in 1968, they were all hoteliers and begun

the regatta as a method of expanding the season and getting individuals to remain somewhat more.

Saturday 27th April 2019 imprints the beginning of the 50th Antigua Cruising Week, perhaps the greatest occasion in

the Caribbean season.

The 50th release of the regatta will start with the Peters and May Adjust Antigua Race on Saturday 27th April 2019.

Following that will be five days of serious hustling off the tough south shore of Antigua which will wrap up on Friday

fifth May 2017.

As you can envision for a lead regatta for the Caribbean, the regatta draws an enormous number of yachts and

contenders from everywhere the globe. This year there are more than 150 yachts entered; from the more modest

end, there are Melges 24’s and Stopper 1720’s, some racer yachts like TP52’s, Volvo and Whitbred 60’s, at that point

the drawn out allies of the Caribbean like Peter Harrisons and his Farr 115, SOJANA.

It is protected to state there is some genuine dashing to be had at this regatta, yet there is likewise a genuine and fun

stuffed shore side gathering plan that is all that anyone could need to keep the non-mariners cheerful – particularly

the Antigua Cruising Week’s Reggae in the Recreation center at the notable Nelson’s Dockyard, the feature

demonstration being the universally acclaimed reggae craftsman, Damian Marley, the most youthful child of the

unbelievable Bounce Marley.

To everybody participating at the current year’s occasion, the group at TheYachtMarket.com wishes all the mariners

reasonable breezes and great sailings, we will watch the outcomes, have an incredible seven day stretch of hustling.
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In excess of 370 cruising scenes across the UK will be giving individuals, everything being equal, and capacities the

occasion to get out on the water and find another game this May with RYA Push the Aluminium boats Lithuania.

The cross country occasion returns for nine days this year from 15-23 May and will see a large number of individuals

having a go at cruising and windsurfing at free and minimal effort tester meetings across the aluminium boats for sale

Lithuania.

You would now be able to discover your closest Push the Boat
Out occasion

“During the two ends of the week and five non-weekend days, more cruising clubs and focuses than any other time

will be displaying what the game has to bring to the table, from the opportunity of being on the water to the social

buzz, the adventure of dashing and the way that there truly is something for everybody” clarifies Alistair Dickson, RYA

Head of Game Turn of events.

“Cruising is quite an open game and numerous individuals don’t know about the open doors accessible near them or

how reasonable the game can be, in any event, for the entire family. Push the Boat Out is tied in with making that

association and we’re pleased to have countless settings participating this year”.

More than 90,000 individuals have encountered cruising at Push the Boat Out occasions since 2014 with hundreds

turning out to be individuals from cruising clubs and pursuing courses.

Saskia Clark, Rio 2016 Gold medallist stated: “I got into cruising through my neighborhood cruising club so it’s

phenomenal to see endless individuals allowed the chance to find what the game’s about right close to home. In the

event that you need to rouse your non-cruising loved ones to giving cruising and windsurfing a go, ensure you put

Push the Boat Out in the journal”.
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